
Special Monday Night Drake Show: Are You on the Catastrophic or Positive Timeline?  

 

 The guest on the show is Alfred Webre III who is a futurist and is into the field of Exo-politics.  

 Drake shortly summarizes his Sunday 08/12/12 show where he discussed what actions a person 

could take in order to disconnect from our “matrix” installed by the powers that be. He offers 

certain techniques like “envisionment” and “creational powers” where an individual can use 

these techniques and apply it to our current world.  

 Drake discusses his encounter with a person who has ties with the movie called “The Matrix” he 

goes on to discuss the mechanics, where as it was a movie that focused on an established 

“matrix” or artificial reality where an individual embarks on a learning journey to discover life 

changing answers where everything is not as it seems.  

 Alfred mentions we currently live within an artificial construction within another artificial 

construction where we would call this a “Matrix”. Which is also described as something that is a 

“controlling frame work”. 

 Drake states there are ways to discover our “Matrix” where certain objects will stand out, some 

will also affect a person to a certain degree. Our current reality is almost like a computer 

hologram. 

 Alfred asks “how can we deconstruct this matrix? Drake answers that the way to deconstruct 

this matrix comes from an individual’s ability of control. There are several factors that tie into 

this scenario. Sometimes people experience the same thing over and over again, where as we 

expect a different outcome. By using “envisionment” you can re-create or change your future 

according to what the individual requires.  

 Alfred quotes Professor. Calhan from University of Washington, where this man has written 

about the Mayan Calendar. He believes that the Mayan calendar is something that follows the 

guideline of consciousness. He states that the universe is now broadcasting large waves of 

consciousness that is giving every individual on the planet to use such powers of envisioning, 

through intention create a reality we want.  

 Drake state’s by using envisionment we are exercising our divine powers given to us by our 

creator in order to change our future as well as the futures of others.  

 If you look at solid objects, every day experiences, when you look at the molecular level or 

modern physics, we are “full of holes”. It’s something we can’t necessarily see but we 

acknowledge it is present.  

 Alfred asks the question, “How can one go and create a vision?” or how would you know your 

full potential once you know you live within a Matrix? 

 Alfred talks about how President Obama was groomed in 1971 to be president, by a CIA time-

travel related program in which they “saw him as president”.  

 Drake says sometimes there are things that happen that aren’t or shouldn’t happen a certain 

way. We have to levels of our mind a conscious and subconscious level. When we use 

“envisionment” it becomes a part of our subconscious, which imprints this on our conscious as 

puts it as a priority.  



 By using envisionment we have the ability to change many everyday factors as a means to alter 

and change our current paths. When using the powers given to us by our Creator. Some have 

decided to accept a system where we accept a greater power and its rules and guidelines. Some 

may call this a leap of faith. However once you master this envisionment process, you become 

creator beings where you can do things that you probably once thought were impossible. 

 Alfred asks, “can we co-create a vision of a positive timeline at this very moment until it 

manifests?” He asks the listeners to stop for the moment to envision our planet, free from 

genocide, wars, plagues, food shortages, etc. and to be given everything an individual needs to 

live a long sustainable life. 

 Drake talks about the apocalyptic predictions that are currently running rampant on the MSM. 

He asks the question, think about your children and what future you would like them to have? 

Try to envision a happy future, filled with “normalcy”, where we have leaders that operate 

within the law and not abuse it.  

 One must consider all of the possible apocalyptic scenarios, do you want destruction? Do you 

want a solar flare to strike? Do you want a nuclear war to break out? When we take a moment 

to see that these scenarios are not beneficial to humanity, we can envision it NOT happening. 

Through this you are in a position where you tap creational powers in which can adjust and 

completely change our future.  

 Every individual has a talent or experience and when we work together and not divided we can 

co-create a positive lifestyle for everyone. A Utopian society is possible; it just takes time, and 

the collective “envisionment” of humanity. We must pick a solid clear picture of the future, and 

do it until it manifests.  

 There are a degree of limitations; they are derived from the individual. When one sees strides 

and accomplishments, there are constant obstacles placed in our way as a means to keep us 

back. By using our creational powers we can surpass these boundaries. 

 Alfred states, “Aren’t we a holographic component of the source?” Drake answers it could be, 

but it falls into levels of society in which depending on the individual there are those who do 

believe in a higher entity, a creator, or source.  

 By using the power of envisionment, we have the ability to stay the same or alter our everyday 

life as a means to change and influence our future. What we experience as our current reality is 

not the only option. By placing a goal, envisioning it until it happens we break away from the 

mold of the Matrix. 

 Drake mentions the hoax called “Nibiru, Planet X, etc.” where is something that is a fabrication 

from TPTB. But if one takes a moment to look at what’s being circulated, when we look at its 

supposed trajectory, the numbers and path just don’t make sense. There have been numerous 

references of this being a rogue planet or a brown dwarf.  

 Alfred begins to talk about an article that will be published in November of this year. In it he 

talks about the catastrophic timeline being put out. He states that it’s a synthetic hologram 

environment that has been constructed by an advanced race of ET’s called the “Greys”. He 

quotes the Psychic Edgar Cayce reading where he talks about a large catastrophe. He talks about 

the remote viewers who’ve seen buildings like the (Sydney Opera House, US Govt which was 



underground somehow). He states that 2 Whistle Blowers, the Greys have created “SQE 

(Synthetic Quantum Environments) which would be mini-environments that would mimic a pass 

by of a brown dwarf and what the environment would like after such an event.  

 The Grey’s constructed this artificial hologram which resulted into about 3 trillion dollars from 

black budget money, into 174 or more Deep under Ground Military Bases (D.U.M.B.S) that 

would house the U.S government and the techno-crate elite. 

 The SQE is a psychological program which was placed upon humanity by this advanced race of 

ETs which most of the global governments have fallen for. It was a large global scale psy-ops.  

 The Greys are a race of ET’s that are not nice; they are sinister beings who have done this in 

other parts of the galaxy.  

 The Function of the SQE’s depending on the ability to override existing time-lines. It’s a 

holographic, open program in which the individual makes a decision to see certain events in 

their reality. There is about 13% of humanity who buy into this holographic program. About 39% 

or so do not buy into this, and fall in a positive timeline. 5-7% is in reality currently into this 

negative timeline. Much of the planet runs on a harmonic convergence frequency which runs at 

5-9% frequency. When it’s combined they are placed together in a way that determines the 

outcome.  

 There are several controlling mechanisms or “veils” for example in Operation Looking Glass they 

saw a possible date as December 2012 where a flash of white light began, and they could not 

look any further. As a result of this project large quantities of power were used to operate the 

program which led to subsequent quake activity, project was later stopped.  

 There are also some ancient devices that have has similar functions, in our current world such 

devices have become smaller due to technical tweaks that have been applied.  

 Our current technology combined with the tech from the ET Greys can produce deadly 

catastrophic results.  

 Our Ancient’s knew about the capability to connect with the cosmos. They wanted an individual 

to understand the Mayan Calendar’s true meaning. The Calendar goes on until 2045, but 

officially it is stated it ends in 2012. The Mayans state a large shift is coming, which will begin in 

December 2012.  

 The Cabal along with the ET Greys has hijacked our past history of about (26,000 years) and have 

instilled moments of violence, tragedy, bloodshed, as a means to produce a negative time-line. 

 Drake states there is catastrophic or Non-Catastrophic timeline that we currently have. One that 

can be filled with love for the self, others, and the world. This will create a positive time-line. 

Some will choose a negative time-line filled with wars, famine, bloodshed, etc.  

 There are distinct differences between positive vs. negative time-lines. Because of the 

differences between every single individual, the outcome can be fundamentally different. As a 

species we have the ability to adapt or change our bad/negative habits. Our difference is that 

we have the ability to view and accept people or events in the positive only when we decide to 

live on a positive time-line. Here things begin to manifest, our envisioning when done right can 

produce things we desire.  



 We all have a choice whether to live in a positive or negative time-line. We have the ability to 

unplug from the distress, the ideological differences, the anger, the frustration. When we ignore 

our inner conscious, we have by choice placed ourselves on a negative time-line. 

 When you actively participate on a daily basis, using the power of “envisionment” you have the 

ability to change or alter your current path.  

 

******* ½ through the show (6-7 Min Break)*************** 

 

 Drake talks about the Bill of the Rights, or base rights which are “God Given” or given by our 

creator. He begins to discuss base principles that are fundamentally tied to the creator. He 

quotes that in Genesis 1:1 “You have the right to choose, to believe or not as you so choose.” 

When we deal with the present situations that are world-wide we begin to enter or fall on the 

negative time-line. We all have a freedom of choice, where we can also have the ability to 

experiment and try things which as an individual we have a hard time believing.   

 If something is real, which is based on the acknowledgement and validity of the individual you 

can use the technique of envisionment can clearly work.  

 Currently there have been global instances where “Divine Intervention” where on David 

Wilcocks site (Divine Cosmos) has mentioned there have been nukes, weapons etc. that simply 

have been deactivated, disarmed, and deemed inoperable.  

 Alfred begins to talk about his experience in paro-psychology where it approaches such topics as 

God and Divinity or Divine beings. He talks about 7,000 cases where hypnotic regression 

techniques are documented where such cases revealed the process of human creation etc. 

These are such cases can be replicated with the right conditions. God/Source is described as a 

sea of light, and humans/beings are launched out as eggs of light. We become a holographic 

component of that light. Whereas a little part of the creator is within all of us. Through 

replicable science they’ve discovered we currently live in a “multi-verse” or a spiritual 

community where source and the inter-connection of souls where they connect.  

 He talks about that souls, angels, currently reside in the spiritual dimension, where is creating 

the exo-political dimension which has the ability to create a menu. Where in our current reality 

we have the ability to experience an existence where we can feel “soul development”. He 

believes the main purpose of the “multi-verse” is the ability to experience our current life style 

and processes.  

 He references Earth as Terra as a planet of work, pleasure. Through his findings, the study of 

God has produced we are all a part of God. As we live through our connective consciousness we 

are creator beings, maintaining creator powers. 

 Drake begins to talk about based on his information about ET’s perspective on reality. He states 

that at the moment all of the inhabitants of the planet have the ability to control the time-line. 

At present we are facing a decision, currently what we know of our reality is not exactly 100% 

clear. Our current reality is holographic in nature, just as the Matrix movie.  

 Drake begins to talk about different levels of ET’s his highest introduction was level 6 beings. 

Some beings who are level 8 are close to being creator status.  



 There are about 100 billion types of planets such as Earth that contain the same complex 

collection of species as on Earth. The Galaxy is undergoing constant expansion, based at a 

moderate rate.  

 Drake states, a person has a choice to make followed by the person has to act on the choice 

whether to be good or evil or the positive or negative time-line, there is no in between. We 

currently experience “duality” where we have the ability to learn several different experiences 

until we progress until the next level.  

 There are pending changes in which Earth will rise dimensionally from a 3rd dimension to 

possibly a 4th or 5th Dimension. The change will not only be on earth, it’s the whole solar system. 

He describes this change as a “roller coaster ride”. 

 Alfred views this pending global/solar change as that the Draco Reptilian/Greys had plans to 

turn Earth and this whole entire solar system as another proxy to their Empire.  

 Alfred talks about another contact who is called “Tolec” who connects with an ET race who have 

formed a group called the “Andromeda Council” who talked about certain events that have 

passed, quakes in which have destroyed underwater and underground bases which were home 

to the evil Draco Reptilian/Grey ET races.  

 He talks about that starting Jan 1st, 2014 the entire planet will be fully 4th or 5th dimensional. 

More information please look at the (Andromeda Council) website. 

 He states that the illuminati hierarchy is currently present with influences from the Annunaki an 

ancient ET race. They came into our history about 8,000 years ago in which they tampered with 

Human DNA. Now due to a rise of vibrational frequency, we are reestablishing ourselves, finding 

who we really are.  

 Ascension is all about re-discovering who we were, which is a process that begins to take place 

after December 2012. We are re-activating our suppressed DNA in which will open the flood 

gates of different dimensions.   

 Drake talks about that when the shift occurs; the vibrational frequency begins to increase. We 

see a shift where Earth switches from a 3D world to a 4D or 5D planet. In order for us to 

progress we need a massive awakening. 

 Earth is considered a Key-stone planet, in which we become a focal point of the positive and 

negative time-line.  

 There are pending cosmic alignments in which it will transform the planet in a variety of ways. 

Alignments whether they are magnetic, gravitational or etc. have the ability to open 

communication with other ET beings.  

 There is information that is currently being withheld from the general populace that jeopardizes 

the current power system and will in effect give power to every individual on the planet.  

 At the present moment we are only using 3-7% of our current DNA. The rest has been officially 

classified as “junk” but we are currently activating this part of our DNA. 

 Drake close’s the show stating, acquire the knowledge to prepare for the massive pending 

changes that are coming.  


